LepideAuditor for Active Directory

Fair Trade USA now has Full Control over
AD Change Management & Monitoring
About the Client

A non-profit organization and the leading third party certifier of Fair Trade
products, Fair Trade USA does not need any introduction in the United
States. They empower farmers from various countries using a market-based
approach to provide a fair price for their harvest, while enabling them to earn a
Fair Trade premium as well.

We have now have a full AD change management, monitoring, backup and restore
solution. We’re very pleased with LepideAuditor for Active Directory and we’re very
impressed with the attentive customer service provided by Lepide.

What was the issue?
Fair Trade USA owns a small IT shop, where they need a better way to have full control over the changes
made to Active Directory and its objects. They actually need a fairly priced and easy -to-use tool to
monitor and track every change in their AD environment. In addition, what they needed was a
mechanism to restore the state and/or value of the AD objects whenever required.

Have they tried the traditional method?
Their IT department was earlier quite busy in real -time monitoring of the user account modifications
using the native tools. It was harder and a time consuming job for them to first identify the relevant
events, track the changes, and then to undo some unwanted modifications. The latter involve d the
recovery of AD objects from the system backups or from the AD recycle bin by following a long trail of
commands on the command prompt.

Why they only choose Lepide?
In their words, “Lepide has a fine reputation in the industry. Reviews of your products are generally
positive, as well as the cost / benefit value of your products .”

Had they tried other products?
Yes, they had tried the different AD Auditors from the different manufacturers. Some products were
quite difficult to implement in their environment and others were not very cost effective .

Is their issue resolved?
Fair Trade USA finally tested LepideAuditor for Active Directory for resolving their issue. Now, they have
complete control over the Active Directory Change Management and real -time monitoring of every
change in the AD environment. In their own words,

“The product delivers exactly as tested, anticipated, and expected. Problems/concerns
are resolved.”

Are they satisfied now?
Yes, Fair Trade USA now has a tool for which they are searching. They says, “We expected quick

implementation and were very satisfied with the testing, installation and licensing
process”

About the product
LepideAuditor for Active Directory is a powerful change auditor tool for Active Directory. With its ability
to keep a track of every change in the AD environment, it lets users to monitor these changes in realtime and has complete control over them. This tool generate s real-time alerts on detecting the critical
changes and sends detailed audit reports to the recipients over the periodic intervals. Not only the
organizations can comply with the regulatory compliances but they can also reinstate the state of the
objects using its interactive snapshot technology.
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